REMINDER OF DATES
COMING UP…

Alamanda’s F1 in Schools’ team had again been successful
at their state competition. Conquest Racing won Best

Brainstorm Productions
30th October

Manufactured Car, Best Trade Display, and 2nd in their
class. Peregrine Racing were awarded state champions in

Curriculum day
4th November

their class. Both of these teams are through to the National

Year 9 Top Design Exhibition
Week of 25th November

competition. Well done to all of our 5 teams entered –

Year 6 to 7 state-wide
transition
10th December

have again paid off, demonstrating that with effort and

Year 7, 8, 9 Celebration Movie
Day
10th December

teams are now preparing for Nationals in March, 2020 – and

Year 9 Graduation
11th December

before and after school, holiday and lunchtime sessions
persistence, and a growth mindset, success is possible! The
Peregrine Racing were awarded
State Champions in their class

we wish them the best of luck!
Congratulations to one of our Year 8 Community groups,
who this week showcased ‘24 – An art exhibition for the

Swimming sports
13th December

homelessness in Victoria’. They have been working with Mr

Whole school transition
19th December

Soo and Ms Hendry on their artwork throughout the year,

Last day of term
19th December (normal finish time)

persons. The style of work varied, and demonstrated

raiding funds and awareness for CHP – council to homeless
students’ understanding of perspectives and empathy for
those less fortunate than themselves. At Alamanda, we are
committed to developing students who understand what it
means to make a meaningful contribution to the world, and
to collaborate and take action. This is just one of many
successful Community Projects within our mini-school. Well
done to the students involved and thank you to the
Conquest Racing won Best
Manufactured Car, Best Trade
Display & 2nd in their class

Address
86-100 Alamanda Blvd
(PO Box 6606)
Point Cook Vic 3030
Telephone
(03) 8376 5200
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community for their support.

Congratulations for a very successful

to know – please see the office or

student photographs that are a result of

fundraiser by another one of our Year 8

homeroom teachers for an exit form.

this trip – they always demonstrate

students, Erin Huntman, who is raising
social awareness of girls with Autism.
She has created yellow ribbon pins in the
hopes of raising funds for the Yellow
Ladybugs charity group who is dedicated
to

the

happiness,

success

and

celebration of Autistic girls and women.
These ribbons can also be purchased
with a gold coin from the office.

We

are

aiming

communications

to

launch

platform

to

a

new

parents

called Schoolbox very soon. We have

hopefully build a stronger communication
link with students, parents and teachers

school at State competitions for athletics

involved. Schoolbox will contain important

– Xander Bryne from Year 7 competed in

information such as due work, important

community

for

all

parties

hurdles and came 2 , and Ulu Pologa

school dates as well as latest news/

from Year 9 competed in long jump,

updates and school events specific to

place. These boys have

each year level. Term 4 curriculum

been training with Mr Soo afterschool,

newsletters will be available through the

and their results are evidence of practice

Schoolbox platform.

and dedication, against a state-wide
competition.

Kirsten Sullivan & Ryan Ma
Assistant Principal
Secondary School, Alamanda College

Please enjoy some shots from another
Promontory. We cannot wait to see the

visiting our mini-school, presenting for
students ‘Sticks and Stones’ – a drama
presentation that explores bullying and
respectful relationships, including conflict
resolution at home, inside and outside of
school,

and

online.

Our

previous

experiences with Brainstorm Productions
have been highly successful, so we are
anticipating and excited about this year’s
performance. Please return notes and
payment for this incursion to homeroom
teachers.
We are well into preparing for 2020. Our
mini-school is expected to grow by 4
classes, and we are in the process of
organising

spaces

and

timetables.

Booklists will go our shortly, and it is
important for everyone to return these on
time, as orders are placed with no
available extras. We have received news
of new double story portables being
brought in for our mini-school, which is
extremely exciting, and also welcomed as
we continue to grow! If you are planning
on moving away from Alamanda next
year, this information is important for us

enjoying

stunning nature the Prom has to offer.

successful Photography trip to Wilsons

Next week, Brainstorm Productions is

and

launch access to parents. This tool will

learning

receiving 5

perspective

for six months and are now ready to

We have had students represent the

th

new

been trailing the usage with the students

and ultimately build a more cohesive

nd

creativity and beauty, seeing things in a

2019 Photography trip to Wilson’s Promontory

the

This term we have kicked off striving to empower student voice using student leadership. The School Captains and Year Level
Leaders have to decide to restart Homeroom Representatives within each class. Through this, student leaders have been involved in
listening to and being able to clarify the questions of the students they represent and advocating on their behalf.
Student leaders have an increased sense of responsibility to help others and to model leadership principles and values. Trust,
autonomy and relationships are enhanced through the development of leadership qualities, and the co-designing of school events
between students and staff are enhanced.
As a homeroom representative, I can

learn if they are engaged in what they are

clearly state that student voice is very
important. Collecting opinions from the

learning.
I
think
the
homeroom
representative process is a good idea for

class and hearing what they have to say is
what student voice is and it helps for us

anyone wanting to play a bigger part in
the decision making in the senior school

and the school to work together to resolve
the issues, and to make Alamanda a great

and developing different leadership skills
to help them in their future. It is also a

experience for all. The advantages of
student voice are more than probably a

good opportunity for students to get used
to voicing their opinion and contributing to

1000-word essay. But what I can tell you
so far is that student voice is able to boost
our confidence, thinking critically about
our surroundings and to fill in the gaps as
a team, which is why we have homeroom
representative meetings every Tuesdays
at lunch. Sure, we might need to sacrifice
a lunch for our homeroom meetings but
expressing our peers’ opinions is more
important and extremely valuable.
By Lorielle Lale-Faumuina

The process and opportunity of being
homeroom reps has been a good
experience to prepare us with leadership
skills and being able to voice our, and our
homerooms’
opinions
on
the
improvements around the school to better
enhance our learning environment. We
both applied for leadership roles earlier
this year and although not getting in we
were able to have another chance of
being a leader at Alamanda.
This has taught us many skills and has
showed us that the students play a big
role in the way the school is run, the
activities that happen and the things we
learn. We believe this is good, as it makes
students more interested and willing to

the school’s changes and improvements.
We are thankful for the opportunity and
hope to have more in our future at
Alamanda.
By Howard and Asia

Collaborating in Humanities

Teach, Talk and Task

Throughout Humanities, we have had
many collaborative learning sessions that

In this collaborative group task, our group
didn’t work well at the start because we

has helped us excel. The collaborative
groups have helped understand topics

could not compromise on roles. As we
progressed
through
everyone’s

from different perspectives and helps us
engage into the topic further. Learning

information, we started to work well and
we were engaged in each other’s topics,

By Ian Liew

from collaborative groups has improved
our understanding and helps us to

asking questions and creating solutions
for sustainability. The talker’s role was to

Implementing the listening triads

understand difficult topics that may not
have one thorough answer. This

thoroughly explain the information they
recorded, the recorders’ job was to list the

environment has shown our capabilities
that we have without teacher’s guidance

information within different categories of
the key concepts and the questioner was

to help get to the end result.

someone who asked questions at the end
of someone’s presentation. It increases

By Dhyan Patel

A resound CLICK echoed across the
table, as the pen hit the paper in an
urgent frenzy. There was only 4 minutes
left, and still so much to go. Looking
around, I saw my group scribbling
furiously, trying to distinguish what
important information they needed. Still, I

learning outcomes because people can
share ideas with each other and everyone
gains knowledge through other people
learning and teaching. It helps in
Humanities because the information is
open and not limited.
By Vraj Shah

was proud of my progress within the
group. We had all been fair, and

Explain + Record + Question = Triad
In our collaborative group task, we were

understood whatever we needed to know.
Shyness was not present and everyone

able to explain all the notes we were able
to take and categorise them effectively

spoke with an air of confidence, ready to
present their thinking. Surely, that was

and accurately in the four key concepts of
our inquiry on water management. This

what we needed, as we walked away with

learning
enables

a sense of relief settling deep inside us.
By Rakshitha Dasa

activity, of Listening triads
everyone to do have a

responsibility in a cooperative learning
tasks and also gives a clear mind of how
effective someone can be in a group such
as asking questions or even assessing
their teammates’ work. The Talker’s role
enables your partner to explain his or her

notes at their own pace. Recorders are
able to record and assess info to see if it’s
accurate and the questioner is the
challenger

of

the

talker

in

asking

questions that challenge his info.

Listening Triads are a way to work
collaboratively and share our learning.
Within the listening triads, we have a
speaker to present their learning, while 2
others take notes and one person
questions them. Throughout this task, we
took notes by using an organiser with the
key concepts as well as other things to
add to our learning. These included
relationships, systems, management and
interaction
and
sustainability.
For
example, we each study one part of a text
book and come together to share what we
have learned. Listening triads improve
learning outcomes because we don't
need to spend as much time reading each
chapter individually, and we are also more
engaged when listening and taking notes.
Another advancement is that we can
practise our public speaking as well as
presenting skills while still being
productive in class. Over all, it was a good
experience, and I would recommend this
teaching practise to others.
By Alyssa Lim

Alamanda College aspires to create a challenging learning environment that develops young people with
active minds and ethical spirits who will be able to contribute wisdom, compassion, empathy, integrity and
leadership in the global society of which they will all be members.
The following students were recognised at assembly in the last fortnight for their outstanding efforts and
achievements.

The following students demonstrated outstanding effort in their
Recreational Sports activity, rock climbing
Asia Scazzari 7B
Trisha Trivedi 7B
Arshia Goswami 7C

For Academic Excellence demonstrated in the Period 6 Debating club
Alyssa Lim 7G - Best speaker and Debating Champion
Ananya Singh 7G - Best speaker
Jana Du Toit 7F - Best speaker

For Academic Excellence demonstrated in English for their Slam Poetry assessment
Hockai Liaw 7C
Xander Byrne 7C
Rilly Guan 7C
Julia Kim 7C
Lily Joveski 7E
Alysha Donnon 7E

And for outstanding Effort demonstrated in English for their
Slam Poetry assessment
Harjas Grewal 7C
Daanika Malhotra 7C
Neha Gogularaman 7E
Jason Ho 7E
Ava Mione 7E

Well done to these amazing role models, and to everyone

Concluding Term Three, the Year Sevens inquired into Slam Poetry.
Combining their knowledge of Australian values and poetic devices, students carefully crafted and performed their own slam poem.
Below are some examples from 7C and 7E:

Freedom

The Gap

This act of inequality that we call the

Xander Byrne 7C

Max Franco 7C

system,

I ask you this one question

Work hard

A gap

And I’m being serious

Work hard

Women earn 79 cents for every dollar

Does freedom really exist?

made by a man

Or do you think I’m being delirious

Practice

Women even earn as much as $240 less

We have no freedom

Practice

a week

human nation

Succeed

A gap

Where we have jobs from 9-5

Succeed

The system filled with prejudice and

We are all in a simulation of the

With an occasional vacation
With nothing but frustration.

biasedness
Grow
Grow

But maybe freedom is possible If you don’t

A gap
Would you like to get payed less for the

treat this world like a museum,

Know

same work?

You need to fight,

Know

A gap.

Just like they did in the coliseum
We are not looking at what people have

Learn

created or the issues they’ve debated

Learn

I’m tired of people being separated acting

Mendy Ge 7C

like we’re all unrelated

Get paid

When we’re all the same person

Get paid

Just with a different voice and a
different choice

The Way to the Hoh xil

The Way t o the Hoh xil,
Crowds and crowds of Tibetan antelope

$40,000

step across the vast plateau,

$35,000

Hasty and anxious.

to the edge,

Why?

Even if tired they don’t dare to stop,

You will have the courage to jump

No matter how hard you try

Stop running is equal t o end.

off the ledge

There is a gap

But do you have the conviction

A gap that decides that some work is

The Way t o the Hoh xil,

to take that leap

more valuable than the same work

Big heavy wheels of a Jeep's press over

Everything you risk, you may not keep.

Done by another

Maybe when you’ve been pushed

They are racing against death,

In order to fly you gotta turn a blind eye
to the fact you might die

the plateau.
The car is full of armed poachers.

A gap

They are carrying guns,

And there are the biased

Looking straight ahead at the running

So have you got what it takes

The biased who get paid the highest

"purse",

To change the tide?

Disgruntled, disadvantaged and denied

The Tibetan antelopes are their money

Or will you stay in your box
And swallow your pride?

tree.
A gap
Inequality itself must have dealt a hand to

Even the law can't hide these golds,

create

These animals are full of luxuries.

i t makes.

The conservation of
Biodiversity

The Way t o the Hoh xil,

Ruilin Guan 7C

The more precious i t is, the more values

The patrols are prudently tracing the

Freedom
Camellia Yeh
Freedom is something invisible,

poachers.

When the sounds of machines came

unforgettable, unforgivable

They try t o protect Tibetan antelopes as

ramming through the forest,

What we yearn, desire, pursue and wish

best as possible,

Every life shattered from the devastating

to have forever

Some of them has paid the price of their

horrors.

lives.

The result formed a departed society,

A bird with gold on its wings will never fly

The poachers are blindfolded by gold,

Another species facing endangerment.

in the sky.

They have no different from the devil.

The mistakes found to restore, recover,

Compared with freedom, gold is just like a

refine the loss,

beautiful shackle,

The Way t o the Hoh xil,

Rebuilding lives as burnt as dust.

while freedom is a flower with eternal

The winding train is passing through the

After the greens recovered from wounds,

colour.

plateau,

The devastation repeats as a never

The endless railway comes f rom afar.

ending loop.

But i t completely blocks the migration of

In contrast, freedom is precious until now.
The sky of the soul people yearn for is

Tibetan antelopes,

The hunt begins as the gunshots sound,

always vast and infinite.

The only thing they can do is helplessly

The hunted falls as blood drips down.

They are always greedy for a sky more

looking at the source of three

The hunt goes on as it overwhelms,

massive than the universe, eager to be

rivers,

The hunted species losing their homes.

able to fly freely in this sky.

Where they live before.

The sudden swift of guilt is realised,
The sudden recreation of vanished allies.

However, often, when people are about to

We find that they cannot pass through

Saved from death, saved from extinction,

reach the world of freedom, they

there,

But their only demise are the humans.

begin to fall. Moreover, when it happens,

We hew out a way for them.
But poacher is keeping pouring in.

God cannot hear you cry, nor can he see
History goes on as we revive,

the pain of another failure of a person

To blandly recover but not to protect.

who is about to succeed.

The Way t o the Hoh xil,

Nature is a gift for us to embrace,

That's not the place they're familiar with

To enjoy the gift not use it as bait.

I have also longed for the dazzling sky,

anymore.

The lives we’ve taken the disasters made,

but it has unconsciously flown away

They don't know how to solve this

Destroying others for the wealth we trade.

from me,

problem,

To treat equally and rebalance harmony,

becoming the past and future of my life.

The big question that humans are bringing

The conservation of Biodiversity.

The door of freedom will be open to those

to them.

who yearn for it.

Can they break away from the sea of

Free people will always have an ageless

suffering?

heart. While they have freedom,

Can they still live in this place without any

the pursuit of power and dreams will

worries?

come to you.

The Way t o the Hoh Xil,
Place where the Elves of the Plateau live,
Vivid, vigorous and vibrant.

Equality

we can start by

state and every country

Alysha Donnon 7E

turning on the tap.

But instead it echo’s, through the corners
of darkness and pain

She’s expected to cry yet he is denied,

It’s time for us all to take responsibility,

The isolated and secluded areas are

The genders are being put through a

Respect is something that nobody can

drained.

separation,

live without,

The powerful ones

Boys aren’t allowed to back down yet

It’s time to exercise our civility,

The hurtful ones

girls are told that

It’s time to fix what all generations have

Silence anyone

brought about.

Because, we choose to respect everyone.

It doesn’t have to stay this way,

They tell us that, our past defines

they shouldn’t have even tried,
Is this what they expect us to put up with
as the next generation?

It’s time to accept the truth,

who we are

They blame the kids for their own

We can choose to ignore the lies being

We are expected to act like that

mistakes,

spread today,

Those rules are set to protect us

Where, they ask, is the respect for the

And maybe then, we’ll leave something to

Our world from turmoil again, right?

elder?

look forward

The generations are at war and everyone

to for the next generation’s youth.

Union Justice Now, they order

takes,
Now isn’t that just stellar?

Signs erupt from every corner

Lastly, it’s important to say,

Linking arms, forming a line

That though these are real issues,

Civil rights now, it’s not a crime.

The poor stay poor and the rich get

We can still make them go away,

richer,

Even if we can’t just rely on politicians.

Police arrive at every area,
“THUD,” hitting the floor

This fact is denied by our political figures,
And we’re eating up their lies like

They pull us and drown us

confiture,

Social Justice

What have we done to except this?

They say what they need to without

Lily Joveski 7E

What have we done to allow this?

She’s allowed to cry and so is he,

When we allow freedom to ring-when we

If we don’t do something, no one will

It’s time to close the gap,

let it ring from every city and every

It’s up to all of us to fix this so we may

hamlet”

If they won’t stop, it won’t change

finally shout in glee,

(Martin Luther King Jr)

We can’t change the past

It’s time to let the tension flow away and

We should let it ring from every city, every

But, we can stand for the future.

activating people’s triggers.

Our Year 7 students are working towards an understanding of

imaginable along comes a new class with new and fresh ideas of

Workplace Health and Safety within the Design and Technology

how it’s done.

Wood Technology room. At present they are building their
knowledge and capacity about basic hand tools, sustainability
and up-cycling of materials. Their first Design Brief is to

Well done Year 7, we are all looking forward to seeing your final
design piece!

design and produce a timber bread/serving board. The class is
challenged to use recycled and upcycled materials to create
a product that is as close to carbon neutral as possible.
Students will also have the opportunity to utilise the laser cutter
to scribe a bespoke design into their boards. Every time I think
that I’ve seen every type of bread/serving board design

The Year 8 students design brief is centered on creating a timber
lamp, utilising recycled and upcycled timbers. Students are all in
the production stages of their design briefs and are awaiting for
timbers to be laminated together as well as the installation of
LED’s and Arduinos into their bespoke designs.
Well done Year 8 for creating such beautiful and unique lamps.

“Only those who have

of a team or broader organisation. I believe that it is important for

learned

of

students to experience leadership opportunities during school, to

selfless

learn the art of building relationships within teams, defining

experience

identities and achieving tasks effectively. It also provides an

the

sincere

power

and

contribution

life's deepest joy: true

opportunity

fulfillment.” – T. Robbins

communication and interpersonal skills.

to

learn

to

identify

and

display

effective

Leadership begins with identifying and understanding our values.
I have always wondered

My homeroom teacher, Mr Soo, constantly reminded us of how

what it takes to be a

our values shape our fundamental beliefs – those principles we

leader at Alamanda. I

consider to be worthwhile, desirable and for the betterment of the

asked

community. It is never a popularity contest and objectives for

myself

leadership

is

if
about

leadership

should

be

clear

at

different

stages

of

our

glamour or servitude and

development.

I believe that servitude is

During my time as a leader, I have suggested many things such

the

a

as the use of the gym and classrooms during recess and lunch

successful leader. As in

times. As well as the expansion of the Lunchtime basketball

my earlier quote, sincere

league and the Alamanda College League. However, I strongly

and selfless contributions bring satisfaction and drives my

believe that leadership is not just about getting votes on our

passion as a leader.

favourite games or for enjoyment. There are many issues in

I am Samuel Bonsu and I’m the class representative of 8B. In this

school which need to be addressed and examples of these

article, I will be sharing my thoughts and experience as to what it

issues include bullying, students disrupting classes and welfare.

has been like for me to be elected as a leader at my school.

There are many schools with councillors that adopt the same

In class, my homeroom teacher explained to the class the

system as Alamanda. Presently, we are taking small steps to

distribution of powers. In a modern democratic system, we have

allow students to speak up and take on rational issues in school

the executive powers, legislation and parliament. Each of these

and our community. It is definitely more than just making

wings provide the checks and balances in setting new laws and

suggestions on school trips and lunchtime games. It is a complex

regulations.

and intricate process that require logical thinking and analysis.

Samuel Bonsu—Year 8 Class
Representative

key

to

being

Akin to that, I see myself as a senate member in the school. I am
the voice and the class representative. Voice and agency does
not equate to agreeing to every single suggestion that is made by
my class. Suggestions must be sound, logical and ultimately,
serve the community.
Leadership is about the art of motivating, influencing and
directing people so that they work together to achieve the goals

For instance, is the current system in delivering curriculum the
best way in making sure everyone benefits from it? How can we
improve on the system and continue those which had benefitted
everyone?
This is the first step in my journey in serving my class and
community. There are plenty of opportunities for me to reassess
my priorities as a leader and understand how a democratic
system works.

In this term, we are continuing our unit on algebra. we are learning a large variety. I believe I have improved significantly. This is
because I do not see Algebra as a difficult concept. Mr Soo reminded us that Math is about patterns and how we can simplify complex
functions. Presently, I am learning the remainder theorem, and practising my factorising skills. In my lessons, we worked on step by
step guides that give us instructions on how these patterns work. To help me remember these concepts, I was shown the
relationships between degrees in polynomials and how it is applied in engineering buildings and mining projects.
When I worked with Polynomials, it can be a little vexing to
solve them because the only way to answer a polynomial
is using trial and error to find a factor. This is actually a
typical pattern in math and engineering. Math is not a
difficult subject if you try and pay attention. It may sound
difficult at first but it isn't. In my opinion, math is 99 percent
hard work and 1 percent inspiration.
In our lessons, we were also shown how the pascal’s
triangle work. It is interesting to see how the pascal’s
triangle can be used in expansions like (x+2) 3. When we
expand an expression with powers more than 2, we can
use the pascal’s triangle to work out the coefficients of the
expansion. This pattern works for all kinds of expression
and each concept is connected to another.
To help us understand algebra in greater depth with
applications, we worked on a mini project on parabolas. In
the project, we worked on how to derive simultaneous
equations, parabolas, and how we can work on parabolas
using the procedural and conceptual methods. Each
method varies and is a derivative of the other. We also
figured out what an apex is and how it reflects the
maximum point on a parabola. At the same time, we also
used the determinant to identify the roots of a parabola.
Using the determinant b2-4ac, we are able to determine if
the
roots
are
imaginary,
real
or
equal.
Samuel Bonsu—Year 8B

Term 4 is a busy term in the food technology department. Starting with the Year 9’s who for the last three years, have cooked for the
school leaders, governors and staff.
As one of the key assessment pieces in their food technology program, it came about when I realised that our students are rarely
given the opportunity to cook at home. What better way to correct that theory, than by allowing the Year 9 students to invite their
parents in and cook a two-course meal for them. The concept of a ‘fine dining’ unit was born. Since then, the students have
successfully designed, evaluated and re-plated well presented, tasty plates of food that have been thought up and improved over
time. They will be cooking for the staff group in their final practice before inviting their parents in.
The dates for this are Monday 28th October and Wednesday 30th October 2019. They will then cook for their parents during week 6. In
Week 8, our Year 8 students will be going with Mrs M and myself to Queen Victoria market to purchase and then cook a Year 8
cultural banquet for the staff. This rounds off what has been a very enjoyable unit where they have explored a variety of popular
cultures.

Year 9 Health
The Year 9 students have been partaking in the Morrisby Online
Career surveys as part of their Health program. So far, over 80%
of the students have completed the full 3 stages of the online
assessment survey and are receiving their profile results. During
class sessions, they have been eagerly unpacking their results
and exploring the analysis of their attributes, personalities and
suggested career pathways. In weeks 4 & 5, consultants from
the Morrisby institute will be conducting individual interviews to
unpack the reports and personalise career pathways for each
student. These will take place at school on either a Tuesday or
Thursday. It is encouraged that parents review the report with
their child and have conversations around the possibilities for
future career pathways. Your child can download it as a PDF file
and email it directly to you or you can view it through their
device. Parents will also be invited to attend the consultation
interview so keep an eye out for the appointment times, they will
be allocated early next week.
Below are some student reflections on their experiences so far:
As a year nine cohort, students undertook an online career
advisory test using ‘Morrisby’. The Morrisby Organisation is a
company that has been industry recognised for providing
career guidance for schools, colleges and a variety of
individuals. At Alamanda College, the Year Nines completed a
series of tests online on the Morrisby website. These tests
were designed to analyse our individual strengths in our
verbal, numerical, abstract, spatial and mechanical
capabilities. Among these tests, were also a series of
personality and aspirations questionnaires to further guide our
results. In the end, Morrisby took our results and suggested a
variety of possible career pathways. We were then asked to
select which were most relevant to our interests, creating a
more personalised profile.
From this selection of careers, the Morrisby online profiling
tool described what our options may be beyond 16 years old,
beyond 18 years old and then further career opportunities.
From here, we were able to see which subjects they
recommended we complete in order to achieve our desired
career/s.
As the year is coming to an end, the year nines have been
faced with the difficult decision of subject selection for year
ten. As individuals, this experience is new and unfamiliar to
us. However, with Morrisby, we have found this process
significantly easier. Much to our surprise, we were exposed to
different careers we may not have known about or considered
previously. A majority of the students who completed the
testing, have had positive feedback about how it has
educated them on possible pathways beyond high school.

Personally, we have found this tool helpful and it has guided
our interests beyond what we may have originally planned to
aim for.
Beyond the online testing, students will continue to undertake
career advisory programs with a variety of counsellors to
assist them in making important decisions for their future. We
are looking forward to this opportunity and hope to gain
valuable knowledge on how to continue on our path to
success.
Ella Hansen and Alexandria Palafox

Year 9
Humanities
In the final term of 2019 students have begun an exciting unit on
the Geographies of human wellbeing. The statement of inquiry
for the term is “Measures in Wellbeing Vary Around the World”.
Students begun this unit by completing a world café activity
where they broke down the key words of the statement of inquiry
by using their existing knowledge. As a result of completing a
diagnostic survey, students were able to reflect on their own
health and levels of wellbeing. The Year 9 cohort has gained an
understanding of how wealth, health and education are basic
measurements of human wellbeing. Students were able to
explore how human wellbeing varies drastically between Kenya
and Monaco. Moving forward students will be assessing the
validity of various indicators of wellbeing and will be comparing a
landlocked country’s wellbeing index with an island nation.

Year 9 English
In English the focus for the final term is on public speaking and
debating. Students begun the term by breaking down the
statement of inquiry “Debate is at the heart of democracy”.
Throughout the term, students will be focusing on developing
their skills with vocal expression, body language and eye contact
through participating in a variety of skills workshops. Students
completed a self -assessment of their own capabilities against a
rubric to gain an understanding of their strengths and
weaknesses with public speaking. Taking the learning from
outside the classroom, Year 9 will be provided with the chance
to attend a sitting Parliament at the State Parliament house in
Spring Street. This will be a wonderful opportunity for students to
see our community leaders in action debating real world
scenarios.

In Year 9, textiles students have been

product. They have worked with a budget

own time before and after school, and

preparing for their Arts, Design and

to order all their fabrics and notions from

during school holiday workshops. These

Technology Exhibition which opens during

select fabric stores and prepared different

photos represent a snap shot of the

the evening of November 25th. Textiles

design options for their client to choose

process different students are undertaking

students have been designing for a client,

from. Over the last term and a half,

to create their final product. We are really

taking their needs and wants into account

students have been working hard to

excited to present our exhibition to the

when creating a design brief for the

create their products, attending in their

Alamanda Community.

As the end of the year is fast approaching so to is the Year 9 Top Product exhibition. The opening night is on the 25th of November
and will be full to the brim of student products and achievements. Wood Technology is no exception, with some big designs and ideas
being put on display highlighting students understand and passions for the design domain. Students have been working tirelessly to
put together their design briefs and create a product that they are proud of.
Here are a few sneak peek photos of students work, just a few pictures displaying the effort that is going into their work. I hope to see
all parents at the exhibition on the 25th of November 2019.

